Plasmas in atomic physics.
The experimental testaof theoretical methods and calculated cross-sections a is often possible only in a plasma, especially for highly charged ions. In this case the rates < v a >, rather than a, are measured for different temperature values. Another difficulty is linked to the analysis of a large number of processes which have to be taken into account simultaneously.
In laboratory plasmas (usually during an ionization stage) the ionization, excitation and dielectronic recombination rates are measured for numerous ions with ZF 25. They are discussed in the report by H. Griem at this Colloquium. Unfortunately, in some cases the results are not consistent along the isoelectronic sequence and deviate considerably (up to a factor of 1.5 -2) from those yielded by cross-beam methods, or calculations.
Another uncertainty in the interpretation of plasma experiments is linked to the role of the secondary electron in collisions and to the possible deviations from the Maxwellian distribution function. Their inclusion requires one or more additional parameters and thus additional experimental facts.
Let us consider in more detail one example from X-ray solar corona experiments. A possible presence of fast electrons in active regions and flares is an important point. This can be described by a distribution energy function such as:
where 7 = 2-3 and A is the adjusted parameter. The ionization of the main ionic Spectra in the vicinity of the resonance lines of He-and H-like ions of Mg and Fe were obtained and discussed at the Lebedev Physical Institute. The electron temperature T is determined by the intensity ratio of the satellite line to the resonance line.
However to obtain the observed intensity ratio IH (res) / IH, (res) a considerably higher temperature is required : TH > Ts. At T = TH all satellites would be very faint. There is also another anomaly -the observed ratio of q-and j-satellites, Is(q)/Is(j), which exceeds considerably the calculated one. In an ionization equilibrium model this can be explained by direct inner-shell excitation of the q-satellite: Alternatively, both features can be explained by the presence of fast electrons (-2%)withE > Ez [He] . They increase both NH/NHe and < vu > for the q-satellite, but they do not influence the dielectronic j-satellite and the concentration NLi. The appropriate values for the two observed ratios were calculated with one adjusted parameter A. As additional test, one can use the triplet/singlet [He] resonance lines ratio G.
2. T h e calculation of atomic characteristics. This is the main task of atomic physics, as far as plasma physics is concerned.
There are two kinds of problemsenergies and probabilities -with quite different scales of acceptable accuracy. 2.1 Energies. For neutral and low charged atoms the theory cannot compete with experiments as concerns accuracy. The calculated energies are used to calculate probabilities and interpret experimental spectra. 2.2 Calculation of probabilities a n d rates. We limit ourselves to some general notes on the electron-ion collisions : excitation, ionization, dielectronic recombination.
In the last years, the resonances in collisional processes and their influence on the rates, < v a >, were discussed in many works.These resonances correspond to bound states in the Z-1 system :
The excitation cross-section is :
and at the threshold of the channel, a Although c r , , , has a complicated E-dependence in a narrow energy range the average < va > (i.e. for the plasma applications) is not sensitive to details of this structure. Therefore, one can use equation (6) This effect was not included in some calculations.
However, this decrease means an increase of the satellite intensities, which are not always resolved in X-ray spectra.
One can divide the various methods of cross-section calculation into two groups.
A. The I-order methods (CB, DW, ...) with exchange and normalization (Kmatrix). Resonances can be included by means of extrapolation of closed channels cross-section, according to (4). It seems most useful and most simple to use semi-empirical radial functions with asymptotic expansion corresponding to correct energy.
Until now there have not been sufficient experimental data to test different theoretical methods. For this reason many authors use most complicated approaches. However, it is difficult to provide all necessary data in this way.
2.3 Ionization. Here comparatively simple I-order methods are being used. The results are in a sufficiently good agreement with the experiment, if one takes into account inner-shell ionization -direct and through excitation of autoionization levels. Unfortunately, this excitation is often sensitive to the target wave function. For applications to plasrnait is sufficient to consider the shells with the same quantum number n.
The dielectronic recombination (DR) is :
The calculation of Wai is similar to that of the excitation. The main difficulty is the summing over a very big number of terms. Due to the nonlinear formula it is impossible to sum analytically over the angular momenta without additional approximations.
The detailed calculations were fulfilled recently for a number of ions. However, in most cases simple approximate methods are successfully used. Another problem with DR is linked to secondary processes. In particular,with increasing density we have a) ionization from the level y :
Xz(an1) + e -t X~+ l ( a ) + 2e
and also the diffuse ionization : n --t n + 1 + n + 2 ... Fortunately, in the solar corona these secondary processes are not important.
